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Abstract. Combined with a hot strip mill line, the laminar and step cooling mathematical models for 
cooling after rolling were introduced. The mathematical models mainly include air cooling model, 
water cooling model, setup control model, feed forward control model and feedback control model. 
Due to the delay of the feedback control, the original system could not achieve high precision control 
of the coiling temperature. Based on the process requirements of rolling dual phase steel, a new step 
cooling control system based on SMITH automatic feedback control was developed, and the cooling 
path and the configuration of the spray were re-divided. The experimental application showed that 
the optimized system had a stable operation and high control precision, the control precision of MT 
and CT is about 95%, which had significantly improved the performance of the product and laid a 
foundation for the rolling of new steels. 

1. Introduction 

In order to ensure the processing and mechanical properties of strip steel, Laminar cooling control 
after strip rolling become an important part of hot rolling process. Laminar cooling control process 
control the strip coiling temperature by cooling water and strip speed. In recent years, with the 
development of society and the progress of science and technology, the demand for dual phase steel, 
duplex steel and high strength steel keep growing [1,2,3,4]. According to the technological 
requirements of these steel grades, the traditional cooling methods such as front cooling and post 
cooling can not meet the performance of their products, therefore [5], the step cooling process is 
applied to the cooling after rolling of these steels. Step cooling uses the cooling paths of water cooling, 
air cooling and water cooling to ensure duplex or multi-phase structure precipitation and achieve 
special organization performance requirements. 

2. Control Strategy and Mathematical Model of Laminar Cooling 

2.1 Laminar Cooling Equipment. 
The laminar cooling device is generally divided into the main cold area and the fine cooling zone, 

located between the finishing mill and the coiler. This equipment contains 22 sets of collecting pipes, 
the first 20 groups are mainly cold area, each group has 4 double U-type sprays, and the latter two 
groups are the fine cooling zone, each group has 8 single U-type sprays. 

For the step cooling process, the first 10 sets of collecting tubes are FFE as front section of the 
cooling zone, and the 11 to 18 sets are FFL as the rear section cooling zone, and the 19-20 set of 
collecting tube regions is the CTDC as velocity dynamic correction zone, and the 21-22 set of 
collecting tube regions is the FBK as fine tuning feedback zone. 
2.2 Mathematical Model of Laminar Cooling. 

The step cooling zone is mainly composed of two water cooling zones and a section of air cooling 
zone [6, 7]. 

The mathematical model of water cooling temperature drop is: 
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The mathematical model of air cooling temperature drop is: 
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In the form,T  means the temperature drop in water cooling zone,	°C; Lw  means the length of 
water cooling zone, m;Q  means the total heat flux density of upper and lower collecting pipes in 

water cooled zone, kHz /(m2ꞏh);  means the speed of strip steel, m/s; pC  means the specific heat 

capacity, kHz/(kgꞏ°C);   means the density of strip steel, kHz /m3; h  means the thickness of step 
steel, m;	  means the temperature drop in air cooling zone, °C;  means thermal radiation coefficient 
of strip;   means Boltzmann’s constant, W/(m2ꞏK4); ft  means the target temperature of FM 
delivery, °C. 

The length of water cooling zone  is determined by the cooling rate and the target temperature. 
For example, in the setting stage, the front section of the water cooling zone generally adopts the 
rapid cooling in the front section. The cooling water flow required for the target middle point 
temperature MT is reached according to the finishing temperature FDT of the finishing rolling, and 
then the collection pipe is allocated according to the cooling rate S1 of the water cooling zone in the 
front section of the double section cooling process. [8] The calculation process of  is as follows: 
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In the form, 1t  means the cooling time of first water cooling zone,s; FDT  means the measured 

temperature of FM delivery, °C; MT  means the target temperature of middle point, °C; 1S  means the 

cooling rate of first water cooling zone, °C/s; Lw  means the length of water cooling zone,m;  means 
the speed of strip steel, m/s. 

3. Step Cooling Based on Automatic Feedback Control 

The cooling control models after rolling generally include setup calculation, feedforward 
calculation, feedback calculation and self-learning calculation. In step cooling process, it mainly 
includes the setup calculation of the two-stage cooling zone, the feedforward calculation of the two-
cooling zone, and the self-learning calculation of the two target temperatures. The setup calculation 
of step cooling is shown in the following figure: 

 

Fig 1. Original setup of step cooling. 
Due to the special cooling path of the step cooling process, the general dual section cooling model 

has no real feedback module but is superimposed on the actual detection error of the pyrometer to the 
feedforward module. Due to the long-distance characteristic of laminar cooling, large delay control 
appears. In order to solve the delay, we redistributed the cooling zone, combined the dynamic velocity 
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correction zone, the fine tune feedback area and the rear main cooling zone into second main cooling 
zones, and also responsible for the feedforward calculation and feedback calculation of the second 
section cooling zone. In the fine-tuning feedback area, the Smith feedback controller is used to 
perform the coiling temperature feedback calculation. The new setup calculation of step cooling is 
shown in the following figure: 

 

Fig 2. New setup of step cooling. 
First, Model calculate the temperature drop of second sections of cooling zone according to the 

formula (1) and (2), and then calculate the length of the second section cooling zone according to the 
cold speed requirement of the main cooling zone and the formula (3) and (4), and then distribute the 
pipe configuration evenly in the second section cooling zone according to the principle of collecting 
tube distribution [9]. 

When the strip head reaches FDT and MT, the set tube configuration of the first cooling zone FFE 
and the second section cooling zone FFL is dynamically adjusted according to the measured 
temperature [10]. This is the feedforward calculation control of FFE and FFL, the control strategy is 
as follows: 
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Fig 3. Feed forward control model. 

When the strip reaches CT, according to the error between the measured temperature and the target 
temperature, the SMITH feedback controller is used to dynamically adjust the spray configuration of 
the FBK in the fine-tuning feedback zone. This is the automatic feedback control of the coiling 
temperature in the dual step cooling process. 
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In the form, AIMdy
CTT  means dynamic target coiling temperature, °C; ACT

CTT  means measured coiling 

temperature, °C; 1MY  means the pre-calculation temperature of the sample section at the entrance of 

the fine tuning zone at the position of the coiling pyrometer, °C; 22MY  means the pre-calculation 
temperature for the sampling section of the pyrometer location at the inlet of the fine adjustment 
zone, °C; UB

ET  and LB
ET means the limit check, °C; gainsmt _ means the gain coefficient; ET and 

CT  means the error of the SMITH feedback controller, °C. 
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4. Application and Effect 

After the automatic feedback control is put into the control, the control strategy of the coiling 
temperature is increased by the double section cooling process, which solves the problem of the 
feedback delay of the original control strategy and greatly improves the control precision of the 
coiling temperature. Figure 4 is the MT and CT temperature curve before and after the automatic 
feedback use. It can be seen from the diagram that, after the input of the automatic feedback control, 
the real-time adjustment of the collection tube configuration in the fine-tuning feedback area makes 
the temperature control of the head and tail of the CT more smooth and accurate, and the full-length 
temperature is well controlled. 

    
(a)Before use automatic feedback             (b) after use automatic feedback 

Fig 4. MT and CT curves with the automatic feedback control. 
With the automatic feedback control, the system runs stably and reliably. At present, this process 

is used in double phase steel, complex phase steel, part of high strength container and beam steel. The 
temperature of the rolling process, MT and CT control precision is high, and the temperature and 
performance uniformity in the direction of strip length are ensured. Table 1 is the statistics of the hit 
rate of each type of steel. 

Table 1. Statistics of the hit rate of each type of steel. 
steel name Target MT MT PctOn Target CT CT PctOn 
CPW800-P 530°C~590°C 95.04% 490°C~550°C 94.14% 

FB60-P 630°C~690°C 93.44% 400°C~500°C 92.40% 
HR580DP 620°C~680°C 88.10% <=150°C 45.40% 
SQ700J 620°C~680°C 93.30% 550°C~620°C 97.35% 
S700L 620°C~720°C 96.20% 560°C~650°C 94.45%

5. Summary 

The main control strategies and mathematical models of step cooling are introduced according to 
the laminar cooling equipment. A new step cooling process based on automatic feedback control is 
proposed according to the requirement of microstructure and properties of dual phase steel and other 
steel grades. The experimental application shows that the dual section cooling process based on 
automatic feedback control can effectively solve the problem of the traditional step cooling feedback 
adjustment delay. The new process can accurately control the temperature of the middle point and the 
coiling temperature. The system operates reliably and has high temperature control precision for 
different steel types, the control precision of MT and CT is about 95%, which had significantly 
improved the performance of the product and laid a foundation for the rolling of new steels. 
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